Proven Marketing That Gets Results
We were very impressed with the knowledge Cindy B! had and how much we learned in our
initial appointment about what it takes to sell a home. Her marketing knowledge is phenomenal.
Bonnie Gibson, Florence.
You are the best real estate salesperson/marketer that I’ve ever been associated with in 10
transactions. With Cindy B!, you know your property is actively being sold - not waiting to be
purchased! We were surprised at how quickly your team moves! Ron Marino, Independence
We liked how fast you sold our house! The pictures were great and complimentary and the fact
that we were up and running on the MLS immediately. Karen Hawkins, Union
The marketing material for our home was so good that we began to wonder why we were selling
our house! Fred Hackney, Florence
Your honest evaluation of the potential sale of our home, your aggressive marketing, your
networking with other agents and calls from your contract manager who was always informative
and reassuring. Karen & Gary Wesdorp, Villa Hills
Great pictures, our Internet exposure was very expansive, both locally and nationally, virtual
tours, colored brochures, & marketing CD. We always understood the status of selling our
home. John & Michelle Becker, Villa Hills
We have never known a real estate agent with such complete marketing knowledge and insight.
We also liked that you kept us completely informed at all times, without intrusion into our daily
lives. Patrick Currie, Park Hills
Our home sold six days after listing! You gave us excellent advice on showing our home to its
best advantage. Your pre-listing assessment and suggestions really made a difference in showing
our house at its best. We really loved having the history of showing feedback available to us.
David Koon, Alexandria
I was very impressed with the market analysis that was done and how effectively it was used.
The selling tips were a big help. Jeff Terrana, Crestview Hills

